Academic Masterclasses
Production & Sourcing

Developed as part of an ongoing commitment to ensure the next generation of talent is equipped
with the very latest skills for the industry, UKFT has launched the Academic Masterclass
programme.
This responsive masterclass programme is designed to enable the British fashion and textile sector to continue to thrive,
by bringing education and industry closer together. Introducing this topic as the inaugural subject within the programme,
UKFT has responded to the industry’s need to see graduates with an increased knowledge in the areas of production
and sourcing. Further topics will be developed by industry experts as the demand arises.
This Academic Masterclass will offer attendees an in-depth understanding of Production and Sourcing for the fashion and
textiles industry, from a global perspective and with a closer focus on UK sourcing. Covering a range of topics including:
•

Identifying hidden costs

•

Building supply chain and sourcing strategies

•

Preparing a business for UK sourcing

•

Understanding sourcing terminology
…and much more.

The UKFT Academic Masterclass in Production and Sourcing is delivered by practicing industry expert Daliah SimbleHearn, with experience spanning over 20 years in sourcing, production and product lifecycle management, for brands
such as Roland Mouret, Hunter, Sophia Webster, Ben Sherman, Monsoon and Liberty. Daliah has experience teaching
this subject to both students and businesses. The masterclass is available in two formats:
Industry Masterclass For Students
We will come to you and deliver the masterclass to groups of students of any size. The content can be adapted to suit
the level of the group and course specialism.
We can be flexible with the delivery time to suit you, but we recommend that the minimum delivery is 4 hours with either
one or two breaks. Contact us to arrange a date that suits you.
£1250 + VAT Academic members
£1500 +VAT Non-members
Industry Refresher Masterclass For Tutors
Delivered to groups of tutors, this interactive masterclass provides the latest industry knowledge, enabling tutors to teach
this subject with confidence, equipped with up to date information and case studies.
The industry refresher for tutors is more in depth so will be delivered over a full day at UKFT HQ in London.
£250 + VAT Academic members
£350 +VAT Non-members
Further discounts available for multiple bookings. Price includes lunch.
For information on upcoming dates or for any questions please contact alice.burkitt@ukft.org.

